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The objective of introducing this Fiel 
knowledge on environment among students by cre2^gxanawaarerK^ 
practical experiences gained by means of envkonmen^^ctiyities 
environmental components and their existence in environmentrtffere impor­
tance and the present conditions. 
There are seven (07) such Field Work Books compiled on that 
basis through which an understanding could be had about environmental 
aspects connected to forests through students activities, accompanied with a 
Fact Sheet relating to each of the Field Books. By referring to the basic data 
and information given in the Fact Sheet, students will be able to have a basic 
understanding of the relationship between forests and the components which 
is described (e.g. forests and water) through the activities included therein. 
It is expected to use the Fact Sheets and the Field Work Books to 
improve knowledge on the subject of forestry. The role on the part of stu­
dents will be to use this Field Work Book as a basis on which they can be 
conscious of various environmental aspects in the light of the new knowl­
edge; to think deep on the subject, on the basis of the Fact Sheet and to 
focus on the activities referred to. 
This Field Work Book has been prepared for the environmental 
pioneer students in Year 06 to 13 and it has been designed to enable the 
completion of every activity within a period of one year. 
Instructions which are necessary to carry out the activities are given 
along with the respective activities. While the activities are designed in such 
a manner that they can be carried out (to the maximum)in relation to one's 
environment, it is our expectation to perfect this Field Work Book in the 
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future by taking note of the short comings and difficulties that may arise in the 
implementation and to rectify them. Therefore, we are pleased to request 
you that such problems faced in the practical use may be intimated to the 
address given below. 
It is further informed that you may obtain the assistance of the Di­
visional Environmental Officers and the Range Forest Officers in conducting 
these activities. 
These Field Work Books were tested under a pilot project during 
2002 - 2003 and every Divisional Environmental Officer was issued with a 
set of books on an experimental basis. However, it noted that their response 
in this regard was not very encouraging. 
We extend our thanks to the members of the steering committee, 
Mr. Tilak Hewawasam the (then) chairman of the Central Environmental 
Authority, Prof. Sarath Kotagama, University of Colombo, Mr. W. R. M . S. 
Wickremasinghe, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Environment and Natu­
ral Resources and Mr. W. Rajapakse, Commissioner, Education Publication 
Ministry of Education for their services rendered as members of the Steering 
Committee and staff of the Central Environmental Authority, resources per­
sons who contributed for the preparation of these Field Work books. 
Deputy Director General 
Environmental Education and Awareness Division 
Central Environmental Authority 
Parisara Piyasa 
104, Denzil Kobbekaduwa Mawatha, 
Battaramulla. _ 
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Introduction 
This Field Work Book titled "Forests and Water" will guide en­
vironmental Pioneer students towards the activities related to them. 
Since the Field Work Book has to be used with some knowledge 
of the scientific background, it is necessary to obtain the assistance of a 
science teacher of the school. 
It is expected to use of the Field Work Book to create an aware­
ness among the students by directing them towards five (5) selected practi­
cal environmental activities; to improve their knowledge of the environment 
and to focus their thinking towards such activities. It is further expected to 
enhance the ability of students to come to conclusions by observing and 
studying environmental phenomena and also to improve their exploratory 
skills on environmental matters. 
Therefore, we request all those concerned that their maximum 
contribution be extended in order to realize the above benefits by perform­
ing the activities contained in this work book in achieving the expected 
objectives. 
Further we expect to improve this activity which has been launched 
as a pilot project to be implemented among school children and therefore 
the views and suggestions of all group members and teachers who provide 
the necessary guidance in this regard are highly appreciated. 
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Forests and water 
In this Work Book which has been prepared for School Environmental 
Pioneer Groups, activities have been arranged for 5 behavionral objectives. 
Expected behavionral objective 1 
Shows to the students through simple examinations and activities, the fact 
that forest degradation causes increased soil erosion and thereby creates an 
awareness among them. 
Expected behavionral objective 2 
Makes the students understand that all types of flora in a forest retain a part 
of the rain water. 
Expected behavioral objective 3 
Convinces the students that when there is a forest cover, the soil water is 
better conserved on an open land. 
Expected behavionral objective 4 
Assures the fact that plants grown naturally in various climatic zones adapt 
morphologically and physically to the available amounts of water for their 
existence. 
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Expected behavioral objective 5 
Study of the relationship between forests and water through the writing of 
drama scripts and staging such dramas; creating awareness and improving 
students' creativity. 
Forest and water 
Field Activities 
Activity 1 - Soil erosion 
Objective 
To understand that the run-off of water due to deforestation causes soil ero­
sion. 
Instructions to teachers 
Take all the students to a place in the area where soil erosion takes place, for 
a field tour. 
Instruct them to collect the reasons for soil erosion. 
Get the participation of all the students in a forest field tour. 
Give them instructions to collect reasons for the absence of soil erosion within 
the forest. 
Thereby give them instructions to submit suitable proposals to minimize soil 
erosion in the place where soil erosion has occurred. 
Compare the observations of the incidence of soil erosion on a land with a 
cover (a forest / a grass land) with soil erosion on a land without a cover. 
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Items required 
Two tray pots of the same size 
Soil 
Grass sods 
Flower bucket (for watering) 
Fill the two tray pots with soil. (Fill completely.) Place the grass sods over 
one tray covering the surface. Keep the two samples for several days. (Wa­
ter the tray with grass slightly.) After a few days, keep the two trays at an 
angle of 45° as, shown in the picture below. 
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Put equal quantity of water from a bucket on the two trays. Observe what 
happens in A and B trays. Get the students to compare the conclusions of 
the observations. 
Activity II - Explaining how water is absorbed by soil 
Objective 
Understanding that a part of the rain water is absorbed by forests. 
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Activity 
Measuring the rainfall of a land with and without a forest cover. 
About 10 rainfall - gauges (Empty plastic soft drink bottles can be used for 
this purpose by cutting the neek of the bottles.) 
Place five of those rain - gauges in several places in a forest covered by 
trees and at a place not coverd by trees. 
Collect separately, data on the readings of the rain - gauges on the lands with 
and without forest, after the rain. 
Categorize the area with forest as "A" and the area without forest as "B" 
along with the respective readings. 
Take the mean value of A and B. 
Discuss the rainfall figures of A and B. Theoretically, the value of "A" should 
be less than that of "B". The reason is that due to the trapping of water by the 
aerial parts of trees before the rain falls on the ground, the amount of water 
falling on the ground in a forest becomes less. 
Activity III 
Explaining that a forest or a similar tree cover helps retain the soil water in 
the long run. 
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Objective 
Understand that the retention of water in the soil with a forest cover takes 
place better than it happens in an exposed soil. 
Items required 
A measuring scale, a burner, a crucible, an implement for obtaining soil, a 
pencil and a note book. 
Activity 
For this purpose it is suitable to have groups of 3-5 students. 
1. Select an area with a plant cover and an open area like a ground for 
obtaining soil samples. 
2. Bury two tins, about 30 cm high and with the bottom removed, at two 
selected places of the two areas in a manner that 1 cm of each tin is 
visible above the suface. 
3. Pour into each tin, one litre of water. When water is poured, be careful 
not to allow the water to spill over. 
4. After one hour, take 100 grams of soil from each tin and weigh. 
5. Put the soil in two crucibles separately and heat at a temperature of about 
80 C° for half an hour. Once the soil gets cool, mark the dry weight of the 
two samples separately. 
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6. Calculate the water percentage in each sample of soil using the following 
formula. 
Initial weight (lOOg) - dry weight 
Water percentage = x 100 
Dry weight 
7. In the manner referred to above, obtain soil from the tins buried in the 
ground with water added as mentioned for one week by taking the samples 
daily, (at the same time when the first sample was taken) from the open 
area ( A ) and the area with tree cover (B) and enter data as shown in the 
table below. Make the graph showing the data on 'x' axis and water 
percentage value on Y axis. 









8. Discuss the results of the above table and the graph patterns. Obtain the 
instructions and assistance of the science teacher for these discussions. 
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Activity IV - Plant adaptation 
Objective 
To identify the forms of adaptation of plants according to the amount of 
water received. 
For this purpose, have groups of 5 - 6 students. 
Sub activity -1 
Direct the students to undertake field tours in various areas such as the dry 
zone, the wet zone, the intermediate zone and the arid zone. 
Give instructions to observe the following aspects on such tours. 
- the shape of leaves 
- nature of the trunks 
- adaptation of the water conserving plant 
- Instruct the students to prepare a report titled "Adaptation of trees to 
water conservation" based on those data. 
Sub activity - 2 
Give instructions to prepare a book including figures showing examples of 
plant adaptation in the respective areas with short descriptions of such ex­
amples. 
Activity V - Role 
Objective 
To identify the relatic 
Sub activity -1 
Providing quidance to students to write play scripts under the following 
topics. 
1. Problems relating to water and forests in the world. 
2. Drought and forests 
3. Relationship between forests and water 
4. Land use then and now. 
Now evaluate the scripts written under the above mentioned topics. 
Sub activity - 2 
To present the selected winning creation in the form of a play. 
Divide the students of the class into groups and make each group present its 
own creation of play before the students of the class. 
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